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hello!
Thank you for purchasing Fronteriors. 
We appreciate your business and your 
trust in our designs and crafsmanship 
to transform your IKEA frames into 
something that reflects your 
personal style.

Fronteriors was established as a DIY 
concept and this guide will help both 
home enthusiasts and professionals 
complete an easy installation. 

We love seeing your finished cabinets, 
wardrobes, kitchens and more, so be sure 
to tag #myfronteriors if you share any 
images on social media. 

Kath + Linda



TOOLS & HARDWARE

YOU WILL NEED

Philips head screwdriver (manual or electric)
4mm drill bit for wood (if installing knobs) 
IKEA Pax hinges and screws according to the IKEA installation guide
(number of screws & hinges will vary depending on the size of your cabinet) 
 

INCLUDED
Screws:  30mm for sides 

NOTE 
We recommend installing your Fronteriors elements with two people, 

however, it is possible to do the installation by yourself as well. 

When assembling your IKEA Pax frames, it is important to 
pay careful attention to the location of the door hinges as you will 

need to avoid installing shelves and drawers in these areas. 



PAX 201 CM
INSTALLATION GUIDE



STEP ONE

If you are using Fronteriors side panels, 
attach these first before starting with the doors. 

Working with one panel at a time, align the side panels 
so that the top, back and bottom edges align flush 

with the IKEA frame. 

NOTE
You will notice that our side panel protrudes from the 

frame at the side where the doors will be positioned – this 
is correct and ensures that once the doors are fixed, 

they will align flush with the side panels.



STEP TWO

Using the frame’s pre-made holes for shelves and following the 
numbered holes as illustrated, screw in the 30mm screws from 
the inside until they grip the side panel tightly, leaving no gap 

between the frame and the panel. Use two screws at the top area, 
two screws at the middle, and two screws along the bottom.



STEP THREE
DOORS

Our doors have pre-drilled holes where the hinge will 
be attached. Use the screwdriver to screw in the

17mm screws supplied until the hinge is firmly fixed 
into the Fronteriors door.



STEP FOUR

Once the hinges are attached properly into the Fronteriors door, 
align the door to the cabinet frame and check the illustration 
for the location of the holes where the hinge mounting plate 

will attach. Use a screwdriver to screw in 17mm screws 
supplied until the hinge is firmly fixed into the cabinet.

NOTE 
Once the hinge plates have been screwed into the cabinet frame, the 

doors may look uneven. Don‘t panic. Hinges are designed to be adjusted 
for optimal alignment - it just takes some tweaking with a screwdriver.

(See hinge adjustment page)



STEP FIVE

Once all panels and door frames are placed, you can install 
shelving and drawers according to your preference. 

NOTE 
For PAX 201cm, 2 drawers can be placed in the lower section. 



PAX 236 CM
INSTALLATION GUIDE



STEP ONE

If you are using Fronteriors side panels, 
attach these first before starting with the doors. 

Working with one panel at a time, align the side panels 
so that the top, back and bottom edges align flush 

with the IKEA frame. 

NOTE
You will notice that our side panel protrudes from the 

frame at the side where the doors will be positioned – this 
is correct and ensures that once the doors are fixed, 

they will align flush with the side panels.



STEP TWO

Using the frame’s pre-made holes for shelves and following the 
numbered holes as illustrated, screw in the 30mm screws from 
the inside until they grip the side panel tightly, leaving no gap 

between the frame and the panel. Use two screws at the top area, 
two screws at the middle, and two screws along the bottom.



STEP THREE
DOORS

Our doors have pre-drilled holes where the hinge will 
be attached. Use the screwdriver to screw in the

17mm screws supplied until the hinge is firmly fixed 
into the Fronteriors door.



STEP FOUR

Once the hinges are attached properly into the Fronteriors door, 
align the door to the cabinet frame and check the illustration 
for the location of the holes where the hinge mounting plate 

will attach. Use a screwdriver to screw in 17mm screws 
supplied until the hinge is firmly fixed into the cabinet.

NOTE 
Once the hinge plates have been screwed into the cabinet frame, the 

doors may look uneven. Don‘t panic. Hinges are designed to be adjusted 
for optimal alignment - it just takes some tweaking with a screwdriver.

(See hinge adjustment page)



STEP FIVE

Once all panels and door frames are placed, you can install 
shelving and drawers according to your preference. 

NOTE 
For PAX 236cm, 3 drawers can be placed in the lower section.



HINGE ADJUSTMENT

Use the illustration above to adjust your doors 
up/down, in/out or left/right. If you have 

chosen for a Fronteriors top, only adjust the 
hinges when the top has been installed.



KNOBS 
Our doors do not have pre-drilled 
holes for knobs. Once you have 
selected the position of your 
knob(s), drill a guide hole from 
the front side of the door, 
using the 4mm drill bit.

HANDLES 
Our doors do not have pre-drilled 
holes for handles - however, some 
designs have a predetermined 
position for handles. Once you 
have selected the position of your 
handles, use the provided screws 
to fix them into position.

TIP 
If you have a piece of scrap wood available, hold it tightly at 
the back of the door for the drill to continue into. This will 
prevent the back side of the door from chipping.

HARDWARE



GET IN TOUCH
info@fronteriors.co


